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by Hal B. Selzer
The Mike Dalton Band is one of the more familiar

names on the New Jersey music scene. With a
schedule that includes up to 200 shows a year, the
group has built up a strong following on the club cir-
cuit, and has now crossed over into the original
scene with a new CD, called Glider.

“I’m lucky to have this cover scene to perform in
while I work behind the scenes trying to write and
record music for the big scene,” relates Mike, the
band namesake and vocalist, who also contributes
piano and harmonica. Joining him in the group are
Eddie Carson on guitar and vocals, Jimmy Druiett on
drums and vocals, and Nick Massaro on bass and
vocals. Nick was previously in the popular area
bands Brian Kirk & The Jirks and Blasted.

Though he’s had a number of musicians through

the years, Mike is especially happy with the current
lineup. “Much like any musical project, over the years
I met many musicians, some of which just inspired
me enough to want to work with them,” he explains.
“Lucky for me, they were into it. Looking for a guitar
player, I grabbed Eddie in or around 1993, although
I think I wanted him in the band for at least five years
previous to this. We went through a few members,
then found a drummer in Jimmy Druiett in 1995. My
drummer at that time had to leave, and the next day,
my friend Little Jimmy Druiett called and said that his
band was breaking up and he was looking for a gig.
Bingo. A couple of bass players later, we acquired
Nick in 2004. He was a last minute audition and we
just knew he was the one.”

Over the years the group has performed at just
about every club on the Jersey scene, as well as a

number in New York City. They’ve graced the stages
of Jenkinson’s and Martell’s Tiki Bar in Pt. Pleasant,
Bar Anticipation in Belmar, the Tradewinds in Sea
Bright, the Chatterbox and The Surf Club in Seaside
Heights, The Stone Pony and Fastlane in Asbury
Park, Leggett’s and the Osprey in Manasquan, Joe
Pop’s in Long Beach Island, Tide’s Café and the
Public House in Neptune, Olson’s and the Barre
Chord in Toms River, the Birch Hill in Old Bridge,
Texas Arizona and the Whiskey Bar in Hoboken, The
Bitter End, CBGB’s, and Kenny’s Castaways in
Manhattan, Rutgers and Monmouth Universities,
and even the Continental Airlines Arena, PNC Bank
Arts Center, and Yankee Stadium!

Mike doesn’t label what the band does, pointing
out that there’s a wide variety to what they do.
“Always a hard question, as we like to play and write
so many different genres of music,” he explains. “All
the while, we’re discovering different styles as we go
along. Lately, for me, it’s Ray Charles.” Mike’s other
influences include The Beatles, Stevie Wonder, The
WallFlowers, Toad The Wet Sprocket, Del Amitri, and
Gavin DeGraw. “I could go on forever,” he adds.

“Ed leans toward The Band, Lyle Lovett, and
Jackson Browne to name a few. Jimmy likes a lot
of harder stuff, including Metallica and Pearl Jam.
Nick, being very eclectic, favors newer stuff like
Green Day, Gavin DeGraw, and Blink 182, but is
also driven by The Beatles, Sinatra, etc.”

A few of the songs on the new CD have gotten an
especially great response. “‘The Story Of My Life’
has been embraced by so many people it’s actual-
ly staggering,” relates Mike. “‘Stairs Of Love,’
recently placed on Q104.3 FM-Out of the Box, is
another favorite. ‘For Life’ is very popular as well,
having been used as the wedding song for two

weddings thus far. What a compliment...I love it!”
As far as the future, Mike has several goals in

mind. “Small picture is to keep writing and recording
and enjoying it,” he says. “We’re promoting this CD in
hopes of sliding into the big picture. That could
include a publishing deal or an artist deal,
whichever comes first. We’re signing with Media 51
Management and we have great faith in them.”

For further information about the new release,
and gig info, check out the website at
www.mikedalton.com. You can contact Mike at
Mike-at wheezer4@aol.com
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The Smooth Glide

The Mike Dalton Band are opening for
Brett Michaels  of Poison on July 17, at The

Headliner in Neptune, NJ.

The Smooth Glide

by Chris Barry

Laughing By The Edge…
It’s okay, because I know some people think I find these bands under

a rock somewhere, or under the deepest black moon of night, but today
that just isn’t so.

Okay, there was a rock or two nearby, but I found The Horizon
under a light of their own. I recently got a copy of their seven song
CD Roots In The Pavement that was recorded live at The Saint, and
the songs are all written by frontman Charley “The Poet” Lobaito,
with a psycodelically rough feel.

First song “Sublime Mutations” is mindful of old school punk like 999
or The Stooges, as buzzy guitars go from droning to ultimately pene-
trating as the singer rasps about asserting an identity, because “what
he needs is information.”

“‘Halos And Pitchforks” opens with billowing, menacing riffs that mix

garage, punk and psycobilly with oddball lyrics like “I am the chosen
one, the son of Napoleon.” Dug the great psyco-resonant guitar break
mid-song, while the riff overall strangely reminded me of Iggy’s “I
wanna be your dog” anthem. Follow this with the Corona-in-cheek
delivery of “21,” with a relentless bluesy to cheesy guitar riff and, of
course the singer’s droll delivery on lines like “You said you wouldn’t
have any fun when you turned 21!”

All this droll delivery and reparteé (“How drunk are you NOW?!”) to
a Wild Thang-cloned rhythm, as he sentimentally reminds you it’s okay
to “Get fucking reckless and restless, it’s your 21st birthday!”…

And there’s “Release The Energy,” where snare drum pummels into
a pop riff that becomes a whole movement putting lyrics in your face
like “I am the alien...we are the seeds of Zion...you are the universe,
and I am just the limousine driver.” And the whole thing just morphs into
this white garage rap that sputters and funks forth with edgy abandon.

Their bio says this New Brunswick scene-spawned band is into hard
rock, alternative and grunge but you start to wonder if they listened to
more Sky Saxon or The Seeds now and then. So have more creepy
fun, next with “Return Of The Aliens” as metal-slashing riffs cascade
through the speakers and more cheezy lyrics like “Darkness reigns
supreme...there’s a ghost in the machine,” and you wonder is it
VoivodIggyThem, as the singer yowls and moans when he’s dragged
up the ramp into the Aliens’ scary flying machine by you know, the
aliens who are all like, yellow and green…

Next it’s Captain Beefheart meets Joe Frank as “Perception In
Motion” asks the question, “What is the definition of PARANOIA?” while
some coolly groove/jazzy guitar and deadpan tone drive this pseudo-
beat hydrogen-hipster rant with lyrical profundity like “I am Nero, I cre-
ated the Superhero” and he sings it like, well he believes it.

Meanwhile back at the mutation, last cut is a variation of “Sublime
Mutations,” only with a feedbackin’ metallodelic riff barreling away
through the singer’s insanely rhymed lyrics like a howling man with his
brain on fire, because “All I need is information” which at first seems
pointless but you stick with it, listening to every word and riff just to
make sure.

Intriguing, driving, momentarily bizarre, somehow you find a place in

your head for it, a place you cannot name but it belongs in its own
niche, nevertheless. I can’t help wonder how “Charlie The Poet” might
come across at a Poetry Slam, although I’ll bet he’s probably already
beat me to the pun, hmmm.

The band wants to welcome their fifth new member, Rob Crone on
rhythm guitar (which according to Lobaito frees him up more from the
guitar), with Tom “The Wizzard” Bernhofer on lead guitar, Jason “Jayco”
Cohen on bass and Thad “Vicious” Bunkiewicz on drums. Vicious
Bunkiewicz, by the way and Charley are founding members of the band
that was formed in 2003, and they have a series of area gigs coming
up, one of which is at The Stone Pony Sunday July 24, in an afternoon
matinee. The Horizon go on at 2 p.m.

So check out The Horizon’s music and upcoming area gigs at
www.geocities.com/thehorizon003 

And Izzit A Sign 
Harry’s Revivin’?!

It’s the last Monday of June, sticky, steamy Jersey Shore dog daze
and I just came back from downtown ’Buryville at the corner of
Cookman and Bond, where the corners of Harry’s Roadhouse night-
club meet, and I saw some staff or clubby looking people carrying
things in and out of the building, and a JCPL utility truck with a crew
working on stuff, and it looks like the place is going to re-open
soon...By this time who knows, you’re probably standing at Harry’s Bar
reading this and laughing, so I’m happy for you, and still wild about
Harry…stay tuned…

Attention: bands! If you’re from Monmouth, Ocean or Middlesex
County or further South in 609, send all gig info, news, etc. at least
two weeks in advance to Shore_world@yahoo.com. For review
consideration, please send new CDs or related material to me at
POB 497, Asbury Park, NJ 07712...Peace, Lettuce n’ Lovebeads,
and always vote Pro Choice! See you next week…
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shoreworld


